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Abstract: This article begins with disputing the teleologically charged notion of unstoppable information growth, pointing at the alternation of informational contraction and expansion in open dynamic systems. Narrowing the focus, it turns to the 20th century totalitarian systems as particularly paradoxical informational environments: Being less capable of processing information than their democratic counterparts and therefore more vulnerable to overloads, they are particularly prone to suppressing informational transmission in some areas, codes and media. Dilution and conflation are singled out as the most common ways of lessening the informational value of communication in totalitarian societies. Whereas the first greatly increases the ratios of signs to messages and messages to interactions, causing redundancy and semantic inflation, the second rolls back preexisting functional differentiations (person vs. social role, sender vs. message, message vs. information etc.) within societies and their communicative system. It is argued that both attempts at semantic impoverishment of public communication in totalitarianism lead to the pathological states, failing to reduce the overall amount of information within the systems in question and precipitating the very informational explosions they were designed to prevent.
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1. Introduction: Why (Information) Greed Is Not Always Good for Open Systems

The title of this article begs some explanation: Why should information in a system be ever reduced in the first place? The answer to this question highlights the specificity of open dynamic systems in relation to their closed homeostatic counterparts. In the world described by classical physics, information decrease would never become an issue worth pondering since this is what happens to systems all the time anyway: Hot and cold streams in a sink eventually converge on the same temperature, the molecules of different velocities get mixed up more and more evenly in a room as time goes by, and the frequency of individual letters in an unfolding narrative gets ever closer to the general probability of their occurrence in a given language [1–3]. Whenever there is an initial difference between the parts of the system—hot vs. cold, quick vs. slow, and frequent vs. rare—it evaporates in the process of progressive homogenization. In the end, the shapeless heaps of chaos have nothing to tell themselves since all their parameters have more or less the same values everywhere [4,5].

Inversely, open dynamic systems keep themselves alive by producing, importing and maintaining the differences between themselves and others, as well as between their own states and parts [6–8]. Whereas the first distinction (self vs. other) measures systemic autonomy, the second (before vs. after) monitors the system’s learning and adaptation, and the third (here vs. there) evaluates its diversity. The respective cases in point are the intake of complex molecules high in free energy by a living organism, the self-organization of human memory and language, and the multiplicity of social roles, institutions and cognitive networks in modern societies [2,9–21]. In each of these processes, the total information is
a sum of minimal (1-bit) differences pinned, in their turn, to the aforementioned binary distinctions. Evidently, the open system with the biggest number of such privative oppositions at a given moment possesses the highest volume of information [22–27]. This richness on various occasions has been interpreted as a positive correlate of self-organization, a negative correlate of entropy, and more broadly, a general symptom of fitness in the fight for systemic survival [2,28–30]. While each of those correlations seems right, particularly at a small scale, things get more controversial as long as we attempt approaching actual open systems in their entirety.

Indeed, there are reasons to believe that the slogan ‘the more the merrier’ does not necessarily apply to information, and self-organization is not always preferable to entropy as far as systemic well-being is concerned [31]. Ethnic segregation in many American cities is the antipode of the random distribution of various races across urban dwellings [32]. If the habitat choices were made in a colour-blind fashion, ghettos were statistically improbable. Nevertheless, it is hard to dispute that the reduction of systemic entropy by means of racial or religious separation corrupts societies from within and damages their long-term stability [33]. If anything, modern societies are too well-organized in terms of ethnicity, immigration status and income: in recognition of this fact, such measures as school enrolment lottery are specifically designed to disrupt multiplication of privileges through the injection of stochasticity into educational careers [34].

The flip side of letting uncertainty in is keeping information out, which has been commonly adjusted to the throughput capacity of systems in question. The collapse of human organism were inevitable if its doors of perception were wide open all the time. It is for that reason that only a tiny part of the sensory impressions gets transferred to the brain, protecting the later from the overflow of information [35–37]. There is some circumstantial evidence that such aptly placed bottlenecks protect minds better than societies: at any rate, the laments of people drowning in the sea of information have been heard since time immemorial, and they grow louder with every change of cultural or communicative paradigms [38,39].

As a kind of system greatly dependent upon micromanagement and generally hostile to social self-regulation, dictatorship could be expected to have hard time balancing suppression of information with its intake and production on the spot [40]. Even the preliminary study of this balance in its dynamic complexity would require much more data and methodological insights than a short article would allow. Hence, the current text is focused on informational reduction only. In the following section, the particularly severe constraints regulating production and intake of information in autocracies are explained through the close intertwining of their peculiarly configured political and interactional systems.

2. Odi et Amo: Why Autocracies Seek and Abhor Information at the Same Time

It is well-known that the pervasive fear of information explosion reaches its peak in a totalitarian state, and that it is habitually combined with the stereotypical laments about information shortages across the state which keep both leaders and followers in the dark [41–43]. One of the main reasons for this anomaly is probably the suboptimal distribution of information across such systems: the collection of data essential for staving off momentous challenges has been given a clear priority over the informational backing of the more lasting concerns. This distribution appears to be at variance with the high proportion of long-term memory in brains, computers and political systems: insofar as the information collected in such storages affects probabilities of future events far beyond the horizon of observation, it is capable of preemptively reducing social complexity and boosting their stability [44–47]. Even such a volatile system as a hereditary monarchy could stabilize political lives for generations if succession rules were spelled out clearly enough [48–50]. Indeed, those rules more often than not translated the difference between before and after (see above) into a seamless, unopposed transition from one ruler (A) to another (A'), with hardly any uncertainty sneaking in between le roi est mort and vive le roi [51]. The same could be said, with some qualifications, about democracies which...
organize themselves through elections and laws [52]: the multiplicity of political choices (A, B, C, . . . X) gets absorbed through the preemptive regulation of transition points from after to before via term limits, eligibility regulations and other invariant long-term constraints [53].

In contrast, the informational foundations of dictatorships are disproportionately skewed towards short-time sensitivity to environmental pressures. Since the assumption of extraordinary power commonly involves the destruction of rotation mechanisms (or succession rules), compounded by the betrayal of allies and the violence directed against adversaries [54], the stability of most tyrannies ends abruptly with the death of a tyrant: indeed, the variety of futures contained in the move from before to after lacks temporal or procedural limitations, bordering on unpredictability. Instead of conditional causality common for monarchic successions (A \rightarrow A'), or procedurally restricted equipollent oppositions in democratic elections (A vs. B vs. C . . . vs. X, the choices in totalitarian systems are limited to the murky privative opposition between the current, deictically defined center of power (A) and all other imaginable political agents (non-A) [53, 55]. Lacking legitimacy and facing threats from all sides, such regimes are generally preoccupied, if not overwhelmed, by instantly responding to cues spelling betrayal, breakup or sudden resource depletion [56]. In this vein, inverting the saying attributed to Jesus—“Whoever is not against us is for us” (Luke 9:50; Mark 9:40), Benito Mussolini interpreted the difference between power and opposition as the all-out struggle between ‘us’ and ‘them’ (“O con noi o contro di noi” [57]). Whenever such regimes care to stage elections, they most commonly function as plebiscites in which the participants are offered a single choice between confirming the incumbent(s) and bearing the consequences of non-compliance [58]. Accordingly, as the unmarked pole of the opposition, devoid of stable identity and function in the system, ‘them’ (non-A) remains an inexhaustible source of systemic uncertainty: the notoriously underspecified semantics of such othering terms as ‘barbarians’ or ‘enemies of the people’ results in relentless repressions which often frequently amplify, rather than reduce, the unpredictability of the future [59]. While the whole totalitarian societies get violently reduced to the Manichean dichotomies of self-appointed Good and other-defined Evil, their basic social semantics—the differences of status, income or ideology—remains unarticulated, buried here and there like the time bombs waiting to go off.

The attempts to prevent such explosions by limiting the amount of information in communication are as rational in political systems as they are in human brain (see above), but the details of the former have been hardly ever given a close look up to date. Indeed, most studies up to date merely mentioned information scarcity caused by censorship, prohibitions of foreign publications and other forms of extreme external regulation, without looking at the specific small-scale processes making communication less informative [60, 61]. Hence, it seems worthwhile to look for the specific glimpses of information containment in totalitarian societies, focusing first on a couple of major strategies.

3. Dilution: Reducing Information by Increasing the Ratios of Signs to Messages and Messages to Interactions

It has been stated above that information in dictatorships is not structurally involved in the frictionless functioning of the power system. Rather, it is often deployed locally, serving scattered individuals high and low on the power ladder for assessing their situational political threats in real time. As these threats are aligned with power hierarchies and subjectively magnified by mutual distrust [62], public interaction in totalitarian state into a risky endeavor marred by a strong disincentive to credible signaling [63]. Under such circumstances, feigning the expected bottom-up loyalty (or a top-down protection) and concealing real intentions appear to be the preferable, if not the only possible, survival strategies [64]. As a result, information quickly evaporates from the tried and tested routines of communication: since the announcements of forthcoming political decisions turn out to be either superfluous and obligatory (loyalty/protection) or dangerous and avoidable (dissent/repression), the difference between honest signaling and cheating ceases to influence interactional outcomes [47]. As long as supporting—or being—anything
else than A turns out to be prohibitively costly, the qualitative dissimilarity of political opinions gets recoded into their quantitative difference: the fleeting boundary between loyalty and dissent, protection and betrayal becomes measured by the comparative length of applause, frequency of stereotypical protection pledges, regularity of participation in interactional rituals, and so on [65]. Put differently, the absence of equipollent alternatives in politics results in the positive linear correlation between the sheer quantity of signifiers spent on upholding the only legitimate ideology, and the payoffs of the participating interlocutors involved.

The relative ornateness of political acclamations has long been considered a symptom of nominal devotion and a reliable indicator of informational impoverishment. Indeed, the more extensive was the praise heaped by a single individual at a given time upon the Emperor Caligula, the Chairman Mao or the president Chavez, the less information was contained in every single sign within an acclamatory message expressing adoration [66–68]. To see whether this state of affairs holds true in totalitarian environments (as opposed to the democratic ones), and whether the semantic dilution of communication correlates with the political circumstances within the systems in question, I have chosen to measure the ratio of acclamatory epithets to nominative references made to the Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin and the American President Franklin Delano Roosevelt on the first four pages of the respective national newspapers (Table 1).

Table 1. Acclamations and other references to Joseph Stalin and Franklin D. Roosevelt in major Soviet and American newspapers (pages 1–4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References to Stalin in Pravda</th>
<th>References to Roosevelt in New York Times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of references</th>
<th>Types of references ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1): Nominative references (Stalin/President/him)</td>
<td>1126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2): Acclamatory epithets (Glory to Stalin! /President’s dignity)</td>
<td>684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)/(1): Ratio acclamatory epithets/nominative references</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘Acclamatory epithets’ are understood in this context as all adulatory adjectives (beloved), adverbs (brilliantly) and nouns (friend) referring to the respective leaders. In their turn, ‘nominative references’ are direct references to their personal names (Roosevelt) and official titles (Secretary General). (The individual examples above and in the table are for illustration purposes only). I have counted them by hand using the newspaper originals held in the Newspaper Section of the Berlin State Library (Germany). The figures in the first two rows of the table are absolute and account for the whole periods indicated in the respective columns.

The benchmark dates chosen for comparisons are grouped around the significant public events justifying the heightened interest to the leaders’ personalities—Stalin’s 50th, 60th and 70th birthday in 1929, 1939 and 1949 and Roosevelt’s elections to the highest executive post in 1932, 1936 and 1940. The qualification of jubilees as public events comparable in their status to elections may raise eyebrows, but their publicness in personalist dictatorships has been cultivated since Antiquity [69–72]. To offset the influence of official birthdays and presidential elections upon the overall statistics of acclamations, the chosen benchmarks have been paired with random dates (the same periods a year before).
First and foremost, the obtained results paint starkly different pictures for the totalitarian and the democratic environments. Already at the dawn of Stalin’s personality cult in Soviet Union the majority of references to the Soviet dictator in Pravda contained acclamatory epithets, whereas the latter remained exceptional in conjunction with FDR’s name or title in NYT. Furthermore, the frequency of both naming and acclamation of Stalin grew from one benchmark date to another, whereas in the case of Roosevelt we have two inverted U-shaped curves.

Remarkably, the correlation with the political standing of the respective heads of state appears to be stronger for the nominative references than for acclamatory epithets. Thus, the rapid development of personality cult in Soviet Union after 1929 and its subsequent stabilization until Stalin’s death in 1953 is mirrored through the steep spike in the number of references to the Soviet leader between 1928 and 1939 and their much slower growth in the next decade. This correspondence is largely confirmed by the other related data such as the frequency of Stalin’s name in Pravda editorials or the number of his portraits in the leading Bolshevik paper [73–75]. Accordingly, the name and title of the 32nd President of the United States appeared on the pages of New York Times far more often in 1935–1936 than in 1931–1932 or 1939–1940: FDR’s victory in the presidential election of 1936 was significantly more resounding that four years before and after, and it was only natural that Roosevelt’s presence on the newspaper page was most frequent at the time of his biggest political success.

In contrast, the changes in the ratio of acclamatory epithets to nominative references presents in both cases a more divergent and nuanced dynamics than a mere reflection of their referents’ newsmaker value. Never numerous, the acclamations to Roosevelt remain in constant proportion to his mentions from 1931 to 1936, notwithstanding the surge in FDR’s public popularity at the end of this period and the corresponding proliferation of nominative references to him in the New York Times. However, in 1939 they all but disappear from the newspaper’s pages, even as the number of nominative references to Roosevelt remains substantial (just below the level of 1931–1932). The sober mood of the beginning WWII might be partially responsible for this drastic change, but in any case acclamations seem to be a fringe element of the discourse addressed to the American President, and their use even at the most pivotal moments seems to be too sparing to trigger any inflationary development. Inversely, in the case of Stalin the ratio of acclamatory epithets to the nominative references displays the traits of the veritable runaway semantic inflation [76]: between 1939 and 1949 the absolute number of acclamations addressed to the Soviet dictator doubles while the quantity of nominal references grows only slightly. Simply put, whereas in 1929 only every second reference to Stalin was accompanied by a servile adjective (‘beloved’) or a noun (‘friend’), in 1949 most of such mentions would contain at least one acclamation, and many would contain two or more.

Since all such messages, roughly speaking, would convey the same information—*I profess my loyalty to comrade Stalin in exchange for protection*—it is easy to calculate, on the basis of Table 1, the inflation rate for the verbal signs used in the acclamations to Stalin published in Pravda: it is 82.8%, or 7.52% a year. While not extraordinary, this semantic devaluation has a clear bearing upon the amount of information transmitted in public discourse: combined with the questionable epistemic status of such praises (see above), the swelling of the messages’ signifiers in relation to their signifieds dilutes verbal semantics and invariably slows down the transmission of information in the system. By the same token, the publication of the ever longer panegyrics in newspapers, journals and books eats up their limited space and prevents other information from being communicating in the same issues.

Of course, the increase of the ratio sign/message is just one of many variations of semantic inflation. The same trick is commonly and routinely performed in various kinds of media one level up: the consecutive placement of multiple identical messages in a single interaction could drive down the cumulative informational value of the batch. In non-interactive media (such as print or radio) this sort of topical or even verbal redundancy
waters down the system’s semantics because the preset volume of a single newspaper issue or a radio program accommodates far less information than it could if all messages had different topics or wording. In this sense, it is remarkable that the references to the commemoration of the celebrated aviator Valery Chkalov, killed in a plane crash just days before, accounted for 63% of the articles in the Soviet daily Izvestija on December 12, 1938, whereas such a paramount political event as elections in the U.S. on November 4th, 1936, was the topic of only 23.8% of the articles published in New York Times the day after. To be sure, given the dissimilarity of the two most popular topics as well as the vast difference in size between the two newspapers, this difference should not be over-interpreted. Nevertheless, it would be safe to assume that Soviet newspapers of the 1930s (and probably other mass media as well) were far less efficient in passing information on to the audience than their American counterparts.

This is particularly apparent if the letters to the editors chosen for publication are compared. The respective part of New York Times on December 13th, 1948, presents a colorful palette of feedbacks on previous publications in NYT and other remarkable events: the topics and genres range from the praise of a newspaper magnate and the disapproval of the recent bus fare rise to the comments upon a Supreme Court decision and even a reflective Christmas poem. Alternatively, the five letters sent from Moscow, Volga region and Georgia and published in Pravda at almost the same time—on 19 December 1948—could easily substitute one another: in fact, all but one share the title (To the Head of the Ministry Council of the USSR Comrade Stalin Iosif Vissarionovich), and all but two begin with the same form of address (We report to you, dear [Iosif Vissarionovich/Stalin]) and end with the identically phrased reassurance (The [above-target] supply of [milk, butter and meat / beetroot, cotton, fruit . . . /flax fiber, potatoes, vegetables . . . ] goes on). If the objective of the Pravda editors were informational efficiency, the five letters (which occupied more than a half of the front page of the respective issue) could had been reduced to a summary going over the recurrent points of the reports. Instead, such a summary of other similar reports was published alongside the aforementioned letters on the very same page.

Matching the pattern registered by earlier scholars [63,72], the last example also constitutes a convenient transit point between the micro- and the macro-semantic dilution. While published as standalone pieces in a non-interactive medium, Letters to the Times respond, for the most part, to the material published in the paper before, and also provide a convenient standpoint for a subsequent counter-response. In this way, they partake in the most universal interactional practice commonly known as ‘turn-taking’ [77]: every message decreases the entropy of the system by limiting the otherwise boundless options for constructing a counter-message [35,78,79]. This mechanisms works at various levels ranging from big politics to small talk: as the uttering of “Thank you” greatly reduces the probability of any response other than “You are welcome” and its derivatives, the ticking of a box on the ballot next to Franklin D. Roosevelt’s name diminished the chances of anybody else to become the President of the United States in the 1936 elections, [21,80–84]. Overall injecting information into the socio-political system by means of interactional cooperation is a common, even ubiquitous practice which is by no means limited to the democratically inclined humans [85].

Nevertheless, this seemingly unshakeable staple of systemic development gets challenged in autocratic environments: since Stalin, Hitler and Co. run unopposed, do not shy away from electoral manipulations and show little tolerance to non-compliance, voting for them (or against them) has negligible effect on the election outcomes but may greatly affect the voter’s well-being or even survival. Indeed, in such a situation almost every profession of loyalty, no matter how recurrent or repetitive, increases the chances of obtaining an offer of protection without significantly binding the addressee. In other words, turn-taking gives way to random signaling [53,86]: with the link between messaging and interaction significantly damaged, multiple stereotypical messages are required to secure communication—or at least make it probable.
Common in biological communication (where multiple spermatozoa are sent in the direction of a single egg to ensure fertilization), random signaling flourishes in systems where interactional coordination cannot be ascertained [87,88]. In totalitarian states, such messages usually take the shape of increasingly meaningless oaths or petitions—which still may fail to affect probabilities of future communicative and other events: Nikolai Bukharin, a leading old-guard Bolshevik condemned by Stalin to death for alleged deviations on fantastic “espionage” grounds, sent several dozens of letters to his nemesis in 1938 requesting a private conversation, only to be ignored and executed [53]. The top-down version of multiple messaging aimed at jump-starting interaction through sheer numbers is the proliferation of overlapping channels of control and command. Unlike, say, a two-man rule in launching nuclear weapons which presupposes turn-taking to be fully intact and strives to prevent (catastrophic) interaction due to the signal error [89], the multiple requests for data or surveillance networks, common in autocratic environments from Mughal India to Nazi Germany, already operate on the premise of diluted semantics and faulty interaction chains [63,76,90–92]: it is easy to see that sending regular packages of four reminders to forgetful recipients would quickly bring down the efficiency rate of each to 25% no matter how strongly-worded such requests are.

By breaking the crucial causal relation between messaging and interaction, random signaling appears to inhibit information transmission in the system even more substantially than the mere replication of stereotypical pleas, queries, orders, reminders, etc. described above does. Indeed, the proliferation of unanswered messages results in missing the entropy reduction targets associated with habitual turn-taking: the absence of any expected response to an apology—its acceptance or rejection—not only nullifies the informational synergy created by piecing together suitable interactional turns, but also puts the very fact of interaction, or even the existence of the recipient, in question [93,94]. The most probable consequence of this profound disorder is the mutual reinforcement of dilution on the sign and message levels locking both processes in the seemingly inescapable cycle of circular causality [95]. Perceived as a chronic interaction failure, random signalling under such circumstances oscillates between the ever more active production of standard messages with the decreasing information value and the adjustment of messaging to the recipient’s apparent expectations at the expense of their remaining veracity (if any) [63]. Since the first option obviously boosts semantic inflation and the second escalates cheap signalling, the choice between the two has little effect on the ongoing information reduction in public discourse.

4. Conflation: Reducing Information by Rolling Back Functional Differentiations (Person vs. Social Role, Sender vs. Message, Message vs. Information, etc.)

In the earlier discussion, the suppression of information transfer in totalitarian environments was shown to result from the widely tolerated (and tacitly encouraged) semantic deterioration of interaction. A more proactive strategy of putting society on an informational diet is the explicit disregard of preexisting functional differentiations in a socio-political system and its communicative subsystem. Similar to the proliferation of minimal pairs in semantics discussed above, the development of privative oppositions between the channels carrying information enables systems to better grasp their environment and thus stabilize their functionality [30,96]. The diversification of human communication into words and gestures, or writing and print, has in this respect the same purpose as the growth of dendrites and formation of synapses in the embryo [5,97,98]: in effect, both processes improve the ability of respective systems to detect the diversity of the outside world and help in arranging the growing number of perceptions into the neat rows of minimal contradistinctions.

The difference between the expressive potentials of the drum beat from a hilltop practiced by early Arapesh in New Guinea and the modern mass media reveals the preference of evolution for creating ever more functional dissimilarities in open dynamic systems and their interactional subsystems [99,100]. Whereas in the first case the empowered individ-
ual, the top position in the society and the right to initiate interaction are as inextricably tied together as the mere fact of rhythmic drumming and its emotional connotations, the contemporary societies boast advanced sets of internal differentiations (person vs. social role, sender vs. message, message vs. information) allowing for transmission of highly specific information through the channels invariant to the sources, targets and media of communication [89,101,102].

That said, it would be counterintuitive—and just plain wrong—to assume the unstoppable and irreversible functional differentiation in all systems under all circumstances: nowadays such and similar beliefs seem to be a throwback to the optimistic teleology of history reminiscent of Condorcet [103–105]. Indeed, the evolutionary advantage of phonetic diversification seemed evident a century ago [28], but modern anthropology detects successive adaptive contractions and expansions of phonemic diversity in multiple languages [106]. Given the already established propensity of dictatorships for information reduction, it makes sense to scrutinize them for such and similar manifestations of suspended functional differences.

In reality, even a cursory glance at totalitarian politics confirms this supposition [107,108]. For the general observer, it may be mostly noticeable on the socio-political level. Whereas the type-token distinction between roles (monarch, president, chancellor) and persons (Wilhelm II, Franklin Roosevelt, Angela Merkel) is regularly upheld in democratic elections and—with some qualifications—monarchic successions [53,108,109], it seems to be much more blurred in personalist dictatorships which, as has been shown before, lack machinery for recoding the privative “timeless” distinction between the empowered Self and hostile Other into a fleeting equipollent difference between power and opposition [110,111]. (If anything, the careers of such seasoned autocrats as Recep Tayyip Erdoğan prone to changing political hats on a whim attest to the reversal of the type/token—or the signified/signifier—relation in this case [53]). However, the blurring of functional distinctions appears to be even more conspicuous in the realm of communication [112–114].

To compare its extent in totalitarian and democratic environments, the interactional differentiation of the audience’s feedback to the speeches of Joseph Stalin, Adolf Hitler and Konrad Adenauer at the most prominent official public gatherings has been evaluated in Table 2. The meetings in point were the 8th Congress of Soviets in Moscow (where Stalin gave a plenary talk on the project of the new Soviet Constitution), the NSDAP ‘Day of Honor’ in Nuremberg (where Hitler spoke at length on various occasions several times), and the early post-war Bundestag sessions (where Adenauer gave governmental reports to the deputies). The calculations were made by hand and based on the published accounts of the gatherings [115–119]. While the first row displays total figures for the respective gatherings, rows 2–5 give their breakdown into respective categories, followed by the relative frequencies of feedback in relation to sentences and speeches in row 6. As in Table 1, the examples in the first column of Table 2 are for the illustrative purposes only.
Table 2. Degree of communicative differentiation in public feedback to the speeches of Joseph Stalin, Adolf Hitler and Konrad Adenauer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedback to Stalin’s Talk at the 8th Congress of Soviets (25.11–5.12.1936) 80 Speeches (6077 Sentences)</th>
<th>Feedback to Hitler’ Speeches at the Nuremberg Party Rally (8–14.9.1936) 20 Speeches (2619 Sentences)</th>
<th>Feedback to Adenauer’s Reports at the Bundestag Sessions (9.3.1951, 7.2.1952) 16 Speeches (2592 Sentences)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of references → Types of references ↓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to persons/personal emotions (beloved leader/Adenauer does not want)</td>
<td>3358 (100%)</td>
<td>328 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to social roles/action my leader/Stalin leads us to victory</td>
<td>1435 (42.7%)</td>
<td>35 (10.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to communicative roles/actions speaker Stalin/Hitler’s speech</td>
<td>798 (23.7%)</td>
<td>241 (73.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to information transmitted (excellent statement/said that X)</td>
<td>745 (22.2%)</td>
<td>46 (14.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio references/sentences</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio references/speeches</td>
<td>41.87</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the Soviet data has a much higher volume than the German one which precludes proper statistic comparisons, this discrepancy probably does not stand in the way of the cautious quantitative cross-evaluation of the material gathered.

Whereas the choice of feedback for measuring the informational efficiency of interaction is based on the essentially cooperative nature of communication discussed above, the success in transmitting information could be arguably judged by the degree of correlation between the informational value of the original message and the resulting response [120]. In this respect, the question “May I have something to drink?” does its carrier job well if one gets a glass of water—or a pointed refusal to give one—in return, and fares poorly if the saltshaker is offered or the answer is missing altogether. Consequently, the transmission of information from a public speaker to his or her followers is judged to be most efficient if the response touches upon the verbal content of the speech. Accordingly, the feedback gets a lower mark if its content is centered upon the speaker’s social or communicative roles or even physical person, revealing the disregard for the functional differentiations of society and its interactional mechanisms.

Seen from this angle, the feedback profiles of Stalin’s, Hitler’s and Adenauer’s audiences at the most significant political gatherings display significant variations, which only partially—but crucially—can be related to the unlikeliness of autocracies and democracies. Perhaps the most significant internal difference of public feedback to totalitarian leaders exposed by the gathered data concerns the immediate references to the Soviet and Nazi dictators. Displaying conflation of society and one of its subsystems (communication), the mentions of dictators themselves constitute the most productive variant of responses to their speeches both in the Nazi Germany and in the Bolshevik Soviet Union data gathered. However, the degree of this amalgamation significantly varies. In effect, the division between person and social role, frequently ignored in references to Stalin (who is predominantly addressed at the 8th Congress of Soviets as a private individual—‘our beloved leader’), is consistently upheld in the case of Hitler (who is normally called at the Day of Honor ‘my Führer’—the reference to the novel executive post created for its holder a year after the electoral success of NSDAP in Germany [121].

This dissimilarity reveals the two opposite approaches to rendering the contradistinction between living beings and their societal functions invisible. In line with many other
personalist dictatorships, Bolsheviks sought stabilization of power relations in a patriarchal metaphor, often portraying their leader as the ‘father of the people’ [122]. Nazis, in their turn, attempted a more creative—albeit not entirely dissimilar in its outcomes—reduction of Hitler’s private self to his divinized office: some notable exceptions aside [123], the leader of Nazi Germany was stripped in public discourse of his private identity, and those calling him ‘Adolf’ at party gatherings were severely reprimanded [124]. As for the mentions of the first postwar German Chancellor, there is a slight—and predictable—preference to alluding to his office rather than human personality. However, since both figures, taken together, constitute less than a half of all feedback to Adenauer’s speeches, this predilection does not appear too consequential.

By far the most relevant outcome of the analysis summarized in Table 2 is the glaring disparity of informational efficiency in the feedback to totalitarian and autocratic leaders: whereas the majority of the references to Adenauer’s Governmental Declaration (35.0%) respond to its text, the corresponding figures for the reaction to Stalin’s and Hitler’s speeches are 11.3 and 1.8% respectively, making them the least popular forms of feedback in both cases. If the 100% topicality of the response could be seen as the efficiency maximum of the information transmission [125], the post-war figures do not look that impressive, but the extreme effectiveness of communication is neither possible nor particularly desirable: in the absence of redundancy, every single error would make the semantics of the respective message irrecoverable [84,126]. Nonetheless, in relative terms, the informational value of the responses to Adenauer is high—more than three times higher than that to Stalin, and almost twenty times higher than that to Hitler. What are we to make of those figures?

Given the different sizes and interactional heterogeneity of the Soviet and Nazi gatherings, one should not perhaps over-interpret the difference between their informational efficiencies. The Nuremberg Party Rally of 1936 was a low-content ritual gathering where the feedback to Hitler’s multiple speeches was more of a side effect of his political and textual domination [127]. The 8th Congress of Soviet in Moscow, in contrast, was summoned for the very specific purpose of promulgating the new General Law of USSR, and the deputies, no matter how servile or excited by Stalin’s presence, had to pay at least a lip service to the project of Constitution he was reading aloud and commenting upon [128]. Nevertheless, even keeping all these qualifications in mind, the general order of preferences seems incontrovertible: in both pre-war Soviet Union and Nazi Germany, the audiences choose the least informationally efficient form of public feedback to their leaders, whereas in Germany after the WWII the situation was diametrically opposite.

The structural role of information in keeping democracies running, as well as their relative preference for the informationally efficient form of interaction was only cursorily examined above, but the penchant of autocracies for choosing the least informative messaging and interaction strategies seems to be at least highly plausible. What remains to be seen, or at least discussed, is the results of such a massive and multifactor information reduction: could autocratic systems be considered successful in stabilizing themselves by sweeping information under the carpet?

5. Conclusions: Information Laughs at Locksmiths

One of the goals of this article was the rehabilitation of informational stabilization in open dynamic systems. The scholars dealing with genetic code, organizational hierarches, rituals, phatic communication, verbal language, and other forms of systemic self-organization are familiar with the phenomenon of efficiency reduction in information transfers for the sake of their reliability [3,5,29,83,129–142]. From the outset, semantic inflation and the rollback of functional differentiation in totalitarian communication look rather similar to these mechanisms of homeostatic control. Yet the poor record of political stability in autocracies breeds doubt in their success in taming information [56]: in fact, there are reasons to believe that precisely the reckless accumulation of combustive information made Soviet Union explode [143]. How could this failure be explained?
The answer to this question would require a separate article and some further fieldwork, so it would be prudent at this stage to focus on collecting and ordering hypotheses worth pursuing in the future. It appears likely that dilution and conflation impede circulation of information in the public sphere, draining semiotic resources and damaging credibility of interlocutors and their gadgets. Nevertheless, it is almost equally probable that such diverse and flexible social systems as modern societies can cope with the occasional code failures or functional differentiation setbacks. In Ancient Rome, Weimar Germany and Soviet Union hyperinflation led to the virtual destruction of codes used for measuring and communicating the differences in exchange value. However, the relevant information kept being transmitted via new alphabets (hard currency) or, in the worst case, reactivated old codes and interaction mechanisms (barter exchange) [144–148]. In a similar vein, the sensitive data about socio-political differences of opinion or income abandoned in Soviet Union and Nazi Germany the nearly defunct print media and public interaction settings and migrated to private conversations and clandestinely disseminated handwritten manuscripts called samizdat (‘self-publish[ing]’) in Soviet Union [42,149]. Other somewhat more cumbersome techniques included metonymical allusions to the mutually recognizable but politically hazardous information (Aesopian language), or the outsourcing of transmission to the less controlled media areas: in the latter case, the foreign radio senders enjoyed popularity in late Soviet Union and Nazi Germany despite heavy penalties levied upon their users [150–152].

The downside of code-switching or plugging in to the external information carriers has always been the dwindling number of interaction participants. Neither the ability to decipher euphemistically camouflaged messages nor the readiness to take the risks of illicit information consumption were widespread in any of the two dictatorships, and the competition of the communicative underground with the virtually costless messaging via state-controlled mass media channels proved difficult. In return, the artificially created information hunger among large swaths of the population resulted in information cascades whenever the informed few could be observed and emulated. In this way, for instance, the rapid spread of slogans carried at the Monday demonstrations in Leipzig in 1989–1991 through the countrywide echo chambers precipitated the end of Eastern Germany as a totalitarian state [153,154]. Always returning through the back door and quickly occupying the whole house, information usually has the last laugh with its jailers.
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